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Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001, 
Science)

Time-height composites of NAM index for SSWs (top) and 
strong vortex events (bottom).

Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (SSWs)
- Potential for seasonal winter predictions of extratropical circulation 



- Blocking can precede [e.g., Quiroz 1986] and follow [e.g., Labitzke 1965] SSWs.  

Early studies

Quiroz [1986]



- No lead or lag significant connections between blocking and SSWs, when SSWs are 
considered altogether [Taguchi 2008]

Observed (arrow) and randomized (shading) blocking frequency 
and duration before and after SSWs
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Blocking precursors of SSWs



Displacement

Martius et al. [2009]

Split

Blocking composite (%) [-10,0] days before SSWs

Blocking precursors of SSWs

Atlantic blocking (+) / Pacific blocking (-) → Displacement SSWs

Atlantic blocking (+) / Pacific blocking (+) → Splitting SSWs

- Blocking precursor signals if SSWs are stratified by the type of SSW [e.g., Martius et al. 2009;
Castanheira and Barriopedro 2010; Woollings et al. 2010]



Blocking precursors of SSWs
- Multiple lead-lag links between regional blocking and stratospheric variability, but
contradictory results in the blocking precursors of splitting SSWs [Woollings et al. 2010]

Blocking frequency composites (%) for different lags before and after SSWs

Woollings et al. [2010]

Euro-Atlantic blocking (+) → Displacement & Splitting SSWs

Before SSWs



Blocking precursors of SSWs
- The blocking influence on the polar vortex depends on the geographical location of the
block and involves modulation of W1 and W2 [Castanheira and Barriopedro 2010]

Wave energy anomalies during SSWs

Castanheira and Barriopedro [2010]

Wave energy anomalies associated with regional blocking

SplittingDisplacement

Euro-Atlantic Blocks Pacific Blocks

Atlantic blocking → W1 warming

Eastern Pacific blocking → W2 warming (W1 cooling)
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Wave-1
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Stratospheric responses to blocking

↑ amplitude

↓ amplitude

[45,75]ºN mean 100 hPa v*T* anomalies (K m s-1) for [0,10] days 
after local blocking. Hatching denotes the 95% c.l. 

Atlantic blocking + EN → Wave-1 warming (+)

Pacific blocking + LN → Wave-2 warming (+)

All blocks EN blocks LN blocks

- ENSO modulates the blocking influence on the polar stratosphere, the blocking precursors
of SSWs, and the signatures of SSWs [Barriopedro & Calvo 2014]

Barriopedro & Calvo [2014]



Atlantic blocking (+) / Pacific blocking (-) → W1 SSWs

Atlantic blocking (-) / Pacific blocking (+) → W2 SSWs

Blocking frequency (in % of days of the [-10,0]-day 
period before SSWs). Confidence (95%) is hatched

- Stronger blocking precursor signals when SSWs are stratified into W1 and W2 SSWs,
rather than into displacement and splitting SSWs [Barriopedro & Calvo 2014]

Difference of blocking precursors for W1-W2
and for displacement-splitting SSWs (%)

↑ block

↓ block

Barriopedro & Calvo [2014]

Blocking and SSW definitions



- Larger differences among blocking definitions for ‘high-latitude’ Pacific and Greenland
blocking regions.

http://s-rip.ees.hokudai.ac.jp/
Composite of 100 hPa meridional eddy heat flux 

anomalies for the [0,10]-day period after local blocking. 
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• What we know

• The precursor role of blocking (or absence of block ing) in SSWs is regional- and 
typed-dependent: No links arise when either blocks or SSWs are considered altogether. 

• Blocking influence mainly involves interference wit h planetary waves . Euro-Atlantic 
(eastern Pacific) blocks have the largest warming effect through W1 (W2) propagation.

• Stronger precursor links are found when SSWs are cl assified into W 1 and W 2 events
due to the lack of correspondence between W2 and splitting SSWs. 

• Challenges 

• Blocking is an efficient precursor of SSWs, but mos t blocks do not lead to SSWs. 
Blocking could even be necessary but it is not a sufficient condition for SSWs. 

• Blocking effects on the polar stratosphere can be c ase-sensitive (e.g. eastern Pacific 
blocks). External factors (ENSO, GHGs) modulate the blocking role on the polar stratosphere. 

• How to use the blocking precursor role to improve t he predictability of SSWs?

• Shortcomings

• Small sample of SSWs and large case-to-case variability.

• Sensitivity to blocking and SSW definitions.

Conclusions


